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Abstract 
In this thesis, we study a structural-change model with the regressor being a dummy 
variable measured with errors. This kind of model is new to the literature. An interesting 
feature of this kind of measurement error is that the latent dummy dependent variable and 
the measurement errors are not independent. We show that the break point can always be 
identified regardless of the existence of measurement error. Further, we show that if the 
nature of the measurement errors is known, then we can do some reparameterization to 
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1 Introduction and Literature Review 
One of the main tasks of econometricians is to provide a framework to test 
economic theory. In so doing, we must be sure whether the variables we put 
into use are the variables that a theory suggests to correspond. That means to 
what extent the observed variable match the true variable. Therefore, before 
we perform any inference or make any judgement, we should be sure that the 
variables in the theoretical model are identified by some observable counterparts. 
Identification problem is more fundamental than the problems of estima-
tion and hypothesis testing. It is everywhere in econometric modelling. The 
problems of perfect multicollinearity, simultaneity, self-selection and treatment 
response effect are all concerned with identification problem. 
Empirically, what we have in hand may be quite different from what we 
have in mind. First, there may be no corresponding observed variables to the 
variables in the theoretical model. The permanent income hypothesis is a promi-
nent example. Second, even if such variables exist, they may not be measured 
perfectly. For example, in calculating the unemployment rate from survey data, 
it is possible that the unemployed are misclassified as the group of out of the 
labor force. It may also be that those who are union labor report that they 
are not. Those data issues make our task of testing and estimating economic 
theory difficult. So, in order to make our empirical test meaningful, we should 
understand what kind of information we can get in the presence of measurement 
error. 
The consequences of measurement error have been studied by a number 
of authors, one of the earliest was Adcock (1877, 1878), who considered the 
problem of fitting a straight line when both variables are subject to errors. If 
only a single independent variable is measured with error, Levi (1973) showed 
that the corresponding OLS parameter estimate will be asymptotically biased 
towards zero. Nelson (1995) obtained a similar result for the case where more 
than one independent variable is measured with errors. This phenomenon is 
called attenuation bias, a situation where the impact of the regressor on the 
dependent variable is diluted by measurement errors. The attenuation bias is 
usually linear, in the sense that the probability limit of the estimator is the true 
parameter multiplied by a positive constant less than 1. 
However, most of the previous studies on measurement error assume that 
the regressor is continuous, and that the parameters are stable and there is 
no structural change in the model. In the real word, structural change is all 
around and identifying the date of change is important for policy makers. The 
existence of a structural change may provide extra information about the data 
structure and may be useful to extract the true parameters in the presence of 
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measurement errors. There is a vast and growing literature on the structural-
change models. Current works include Chong (1995a, 1995b, 1996, 1999, 2000， 
2001a, 2001b) and Andrews (1993). 
In this thesis, we study a structural-change model with the regressor being 
a dummy variable measured with errors. This kind of model is new to the 
literature. Two of the related studies for continuous independent variables are 
Chong (2000) and Chang and Huang (1997). We show that the change point can 
always be identified regardless of the existence of measurement errors. Further, 
we show that if the nature of the measurement errors is known, then we can do 
some reparameterization to recover all the pre- and post-shift parameters. 
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents 
the model. Chapter 3 studies the asymptotic properties of the least squares 
estimators for the true change point and the pre- and post-shift parameters. 
Several special cases of the model are discussed in chapter 4. Monte Carlo 
experiments which demonstrate our results are carried out in chapter 5. Chapter 
6 concludes the thesis. 
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2 The Model 
Suppose the true model is 
yt = Oil (1 - xl) + 7ix* + ut for t < ko, 
yt = Oi2 (1 - ？^) for t > k, (1) 
~t — 1，2，•••， 
x j is a zero-one dummy variable, (1 — x^) is the dummy variable of another 
category. 
(ai ,7i)， (<^2,72) are true structural parameters for 0 < i < A;o and t > ko 
respectively. 
The model can be rewritten as 
yt = + f^iX^l + Ut f o r t < ko, 




= 72 - <^ 2- � 
So Pi and p2 are the pre- and post-shift differences between the coefficients 
of the two groups. 
Let k = [rT], where [.] is the greatest integer function, and r G [0，1] is the 
break fraction. 
Now, suppose the true value of x^ is not perfectly measured and is approxi-
mated by an observable Xt where 
xt = xl + et (5) 
and St is the measurement error. 
We regress yt on Xt with an intercept. In the conventional case where x^ and 
et are continuous variables, people always assume that they are independent of 
each other. However, an interesting feature of our model when x^ is a dummy 
variable is that x* and St will not be independent anymore. 
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Define 
p = = = 1), (6) 
and 
g = = = (7) 
We shall assume the following: 
(Al) To E K C (0,1) where K is compact. 
(A2) w t � — ( 0 ’ ^ 7 。， o i < o o . 
(A3) x^ �i i d which takes 1 with probability a and 0 with 1 — a, where 
0 < a < 1. 
(AA) Et is dependent on x* and has following distribution: 
If X* = 1, then Et = —1 with probability p and £t = 0 otherwise, 
if x'l = 0, then St = I with probability q and St = 0 otherwise. 
(A5) rrj and et are independent of Ut, 
(A6) For all 1 < < j < T, 
1 j — 2 
E ^ ^ 石 ( 工 卜 小 < o o , 
^ ^ ^ E K - ^ ^ t < oo, 
二 2 
E 旬 < 
V J t=h 
{A7) 
.[rT] 
S** (T) - ^ E 一巧 2 ^ r y a r ( x n , (8) 
t=i 
1 [rT] 
See (r) (Q - 苟 2 ^ rVarict) (9) 
t=i 
uniformly for r G [0,1]. 
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Assumption (Al ) requires the true change point to be in a compact set in 
(0,1). This assumption is necessary because the least-squares estimators are 
not defined at the boundary of time domain. Assumptions (^42) — (A5) describe 
the nature of the dummy variable, disturbance term and measurement errors. 
Assumption (A6) bounds the variation of the stochastic insignificant terms and 
helps to construct the uniform convergence result. Assumption (A7) ensures 
the uniform convergence result. 
L e m m a 1: Under equation (5) and assumption (A5), we have 
E{xf) = E{x；) = a, (10) 
Var {xl) = a{l-a), (11) 
E{et) = -ap-^{l-a}q, (12) 
E(e,) = ap+(l-a)q， (13) 
Var (et) = 2ap - (ap - q (1 - a)) (a (p + q) + 1 - q), (14) 
= -ap, (15) 
Cov = + (16) 
E{xt)=a{l-p) + {l-a)q, (17) 
E{xf) ^a + ap-\-(l-a)q-2ap = a(l-p) + { l - a) g, (18) 
E {xt£t) = -ap + ap + (1 — a)q = (1 — a)q, (19) 
Var {xt) = (ap + (1 - a) (1 - q)) {a ( l - p ) + ( l - a) q). (20) 
Proof . See Appendix. 
Note from (15) and (16) that, unlike the case of continuous variable, the 
measurement error and the latent independent variable are not independent 
but negatively correlated. 
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3 Asymptotic Behavior of the Least Squares Es-
timators 
I would concentrate on the identifiability of the estimator. In the following dis-
cussion, my focus would be the change point and the coefficients of the dummy 
variables. My discussion will largely follow the works of Chong (2000) and 
Chang and Huang (1997). The main difference between my work and theirs is 
that in my case the independent variable is discrete rather than continuous. 
The followings are the asymptotic properties of the OLS estimators. The 
proofs are provided in the Appendix. 
For r < To, 
(21) 
(22) 
7ir =知T + 3ir ^ (1 - C) + 7iC, (23) 
S2r ( t ) ( 1 - B ) + A I {t)B, (24) 
二 r： (r) A, (25) 
%r = S2r + Kr ^ 屯 1 � ( 1 “ C) + Al (t) C, (26) 
where 
^ = Cov = Var (x*) + Cov (£t,x*) 
Var {xt) Var (xt) 
= a ( l - a ) ( l i - g )  
� g� + ( i : ) ( l -一 1, (28) 
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0 < C = A + Jg= ,1 二 ) _ < 1. (29) 
- a{l-p) + {l-a)q " � ) 
ri (30) 1 — r 1 — r 
屯 1 (r) = + (31) 1 — 7" 1 — r 
Ai « = (32) 
丄一7" 丄一T 
Thus, for T < To, SiT- will be consistent if 5 = 0, i.e. a = 0 or p = 0. For 
a = 0, x^ always takes 0. For p = 0, there is no measurement error in the case 
of X* = 1. 
7it will be consistent if C = 1, i.e., a = 1 or q = 0. For a = 1, x^ always 
takes 1. For q = 0, there is no measurement error in the case of x^ = 0. 
Note that A can be negative but will be less than 1 in absolute value, while 
B and C are values between zero and one. Thus, the probability limit of the 
estimators under measurement error will be a convex combination of the true 
coefficients of the two groups. 
For T > To, 
(t)A, (33) 
Sir 二 屯2 (r) (1 - B) + A2 (r) B, (34) 
7lr = SiT + dir A 少2 (r) (1 — C) + A2 (t) C, (35) 
P2r 二 或 
而T 二《2(1 —B) + 72取 (36) 
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+ (39) r T 
A2 (40) 
It is shown in the Appendix that 
^RSS{T) = h{T) + Op{l), (41) 
where for r < tq, 
/ i (r) = /i(To) + G ( r o - r ) i ^ , (42) 
h (ro) = + a (1 - a) (ro/3? + (1 — t � ) f l — ( ^ � ， 
\ (ap + (1 一 a) (1 - q)) (a (1 - p ) + (1 - a) q) J 
(43) 
e - ( Q 2 - a i + a ( / 3 2 - / ? i ) ) ' 
( 叩 + ( l - g ) ( l — a ) ) ( a ( l — p ) + g ( l — a)) 网 
> 0. 
The first and second derivatives of h (r) are respectively, 
dh (T) n - ^ 




加 2 (1— 
Under assumptions (Al) to (A7), -^RSS (r) converges uniformly to a non-
increasing and concave function of r for r < TQ. 
For T > To, 
� �+ e ( ” o ) ' o , (47) 
響 = • • ， (48) 
響 = - 2 如 . (49) 
Thus, or r > tq, h (r) is non-decreasing and concave. Further, since [2 ( 1 ) = 
/3iTo + /32 (1 - To) = Fi (0), therefore 
h(Q) = h � =h (to) + Oto (1 - To). (50) 
Further, since (tq) > crj, even if the change point can be identified, the 
variance of the regression error Ut will be over-estimated in general. 
To summarize, the criterion function ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a 
piecewise concave function h (r) whose minimum takes place at the true change 
point. This implies the true change point can be identified despite the presence 
of measurement errors. However, for all r G [0,1], Sir, a2r, l\r and � 2 r are 
inconsistent estimates for ai , 0；2, 7i and 73 respectively. So the consistency of 
the change-point estimator does not rely on the consistency of the structural 
estimators. 
Theorem 1: If assumptions (Al) - (yl6) hold, then as T 00, we have: 
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T - ^ r o (51) 
and 
Si宁二 均 + 7i双 （52) 
S2r (53) 
A a i ( l - C ) + 7 i C , (54) 
7 2 r ^ a 2 ( l - C ) + 7 2 C . (55) 
Proof. See Appendix. 
Theorem 1 states that the change point can be estimated consistently de-
spite the presence of measurement errors. However, the pre-shift and post-shift 
structural estimators are biased towards a convex combination of the coefficients 
of the two dummy variables. In general, air and a2T will be consistent if = 0. 
and J2t will be consistent if g = 0. 
In general, the structural parameters are inconsistent without having fur-
ther information on the measurement error. There are several ways to extract 
the information of the true parameters under measurement errors. The most 
popular of those are using instrumental variables (Stefanski and Buzas, 1995), 
variance components (Maddala, 1971), and grouping method. And those three 
methods are discussed in Madansky (1959). 
Other works include finding a bound rather than deriving an exact number. 
Those works study how to use extra information to narrow the bound. Such a 
strategy is widely used in general identification problems. The most readable 
survey in this field is Manski's little book (1995). 
In our case, when B and C are known, that is, when we know a, p and q, 
then we can even identify the true pre- and post-shift parameters by solving the 
simultaneous equations in Theorem 1 and using the fact that C — B = A. The 
consistent estimators for the structural parameters are given in Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2: If we know p, q and a, then we have 
1 0 
Cair - B气 19 P ,… 
= ^ 'Oil, (56) 
二 〒 i “ l - ” i “ l - 〜 7 1 ， (57) 
Ca2r - P 八 /.ox 
= ^ ^ <^ 2, (58) 
- 2 “ 1 - 召 ) ， ( 1 - 〜 . (59) 
1 1 
4 Eight Special Cases 
We have derived the general result in the previous chapter. Now we are going 
to discuss some interesting cases. 
4.1 Case 1: No Break (a： = ol^ and = 72) 
When there is no change, we have ai = 0:2 and = 7 2 . Hence 
ri (r) = T2 (r), (60) 
= (T) = ai , (61) 
A i ( t ) = A2(t) = 7I. (62) 
For r < To, 
a i r ^ a i (63) 
A a i ( l - C ) + 7 i a (64) 
S2r 二 ( 1 — B) + 72召， (65) 
72r ^ a 2 ( l - C ) + 7 2 C . (66) 
For T > To, 
a i r - ^ a i (67) 
( 6 8 ) 
1 2 
— 均 + 7 2 战 (69) 
7 2 . - a 2 ( l - C ) + 7 2 ^ - (70) 
For T € [0,1], 
h { r ) = cTl (71) 
擎 寻 ( 7 2 ) 
Therefore ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a flat line for r € [0,1 . 
Since there is no change point in this case, the change point cannot be 
identified. To summarize, the criterion function ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly 
to a flat line. However, for all r G [0，1], air , S2r, 7ir and are inconsistent 
estimates for a i , a2, 7 ! and 73 respectively. 
Corollary 1: If assumptions (Al) — {A6) hold and if there is no change, 




72^ + (76) 
Further, if p, q and a are known, we have 
1 3 
Cair — ^Tlr P 八 ,77、 
ai = ^ (77) 
= 修 ” 务 〜 7 1 ， (78) 
~ CA2R — B^2T P 
A ^ ^ u (79) 
= 知 “ 1 - 召 ) 严 1 - C ) � (80) 
Corollary 1 states that the change point can be estimated consistently de-
spite the presence of measurement errors. However, the pre-shift and post-shift 
structural estimators are biased towards a convex combination of the coeffi-
cients of the two dummy variables. In general, air and a2T will be consistent if 
B = 0, i.e. a = 0 or p = 0. For a = 0, x^ always takes 0. For p = 0, there is no 
measurement error in the case of x* = 1. 
？It and 72t- will be consistent if C = 1，i.e. a = 1 or g = 0. For a = 1, 
always take 1. For g = 0, there is no measurement error in the case of x^ = 0. 
So, the effect of measurement error is to dilute the probability of the esti-
mators. The probability limits of the estimators under measurement error will 
be a convex combination of the true coefficients of the two groups. 
Further, if we have information on p, q and a, then all the parameters can 
be identified. 
4.2 Case 2: Same Coefficient for the Two Groups (ai = and 0^ 2 = 72) 
When the two groups share the same coefficient, we have ai = and 0:2 二 72. 
This implies = /？。= 0 and 
ri (T) = V2 (r) = 0， (81) 
屯 1 (T) = Ai (T), (82) 
1 4 
屯2 (r) = A2 ( r ) . (83) 
For T < To, 
Sir ^ (84) 
7 1 . - 7 1 . (85) 
S2r 二 屯 1 (r), (86) 
l2r 二 屯 1 (r)， (87) 
h (T) = 4 + (a2 — ai)2 (ro — r) (88) 
1 — r 
where 
e = ( a 2 - a i f > 0 . (89) 
d h { T ) ( 1 - r o f 
I 二 - 0， _ 
(91) 
加 2 ( 1 — 、 ) 
Therefore,夸RSS (r) converges uniformly to a non-decreasing and concave 
function of r for r < TQ. 
For r > To, 
Sir 二 屯2 (T)， (92) 
1 5 
= (r), (93) 
S2t ^  OL2, (94) 
(95) 
+ (『—〜『〇， (96) 
r 
響 = 如 ， （97) 
榮 = - 2 如 . (98) 
Similarly, for T > TQ, h (r) is non-decreasing and concave. Further, we have 
h{0) = h ⑴ = < + (as - ai)2 TQ (1 — TQ) • (99) 
hiTo) = a l . (100) 
So, the variance of the regression error Ut can be identified. 
To summarize, the criterion function ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a 
piecewise concave function h (r) whose minimum takes place at the true change 
point. This implies the true change point can be identified. 
Corollary 2: If assumptions (Al) - (A6) hold, and if ai = and 0:2 = 72, 
then as T ^ 00, we have: 
r - ^ T o (101) 
1 6 
and 
S i ? - ^ a i , (102) 
S2r 二 (103) 
7ir^7i, (104) 
72t 二 72- (105) 
Thus, all the estimators will be consistent and coverage to the true param-
eters, despite the fact that there are measurement errors. 
So, if the coefficients for the two groups are the same, measurement errors 
will have no effect on estimation at all. 
4.3 Case 3: The Existence of only One Group (a = 0 or a = 1) 
Even if there is only one group, i.e., a = 1 or a = 0, we will still observe two 
groups due to measurement errors. We study the case of a = 0, the case of a = 1 
will have an opposite interpretation and is therefore skipped. When a = 0，only 
the group defined to be zero exists, we have 
A = B = C = ^. (106) 
For T < To, 
Sir-^ai. (107) 
7 l r 
1 7 
S2r 二 屯 1 (r)， (108) 




e = { a 2 - a i f > 0 . ( I l l ) 
響 e 钱 仏 _ 
響 = 2 e 弹 0. (113) 
Therefore, -^RSS (r) converges uniformly to a non-increasing and concave 
function of r for r < tq. 
For T > To, 
Sir 二 少2 ( r ) , (114) 
7ir 二 屯2 (r)， (115) 
S2r 二 0；2’ (116) 
7 2 r 二 C.2, (117) 
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" ( T ) = 4 + e ( ” o ) T o ， (118) 
響 = • • ， (119) 
響 = - < 0. (120) 
Similarly, for T > TO, h (r) is non-decreasing and concave. Further, we have 
h{0) = h (1) = h (To) + Oto (1 — To), (121) 
= (122) 
So, the change point and the variance of the regression error Ui will be 
identified. 
To summarize, the criterion function 夸RSS (R) converges uniformly to a 
piecewise concave function h (r) whose minimum takes place at the true change 
point. This implies the true change point can be identified in spite of the 
presence of measurement errors. 
Corollary 3: If assumptions (Al ) - (A6) hold and a = 0，then as T ^ oo, 
we have: 
r ^ T o (123) 
and 
Sir 二 CKl (124) 
S2r 二 (125) 
7lr (126) 
1 9 
% r 二 «2. (127) 
Corollary 3 states that the change point can be estimated consistently despite 
the presence of measurement errors when there is only one group. In general, the 
probability limits of the estimators for both groups under one group existence 
will be the true parameter of the existing group. The true coefficient of the 
non-existing group can never be identified even if we have information on p, q 
and a. 
4.4 Case 4: Partial Measurement Error {p = 0 or q = 0) 
When p = 0, i.e., when the true dummy is 1，we measure it perfectly. Then, we 
have B = 0 and 
A = C = ~ ~ — . (128) 
a + ( 1 - a ) g 、 乂 
Note that A is a value between zero and one. 
For r < To, 
a i r ^ c ^ u (129) 
7 i . ^ a i ( l - C ) + 7 i C , (130) 
二少1(T)’ (131) 
7 2 . - ^ i ( T ) ( 1 - C ) + Ai (T) C, (132) 
“ � 二 + 二 厂 i L (-0/3? + (1 — ro) + 0 ( r o - r ) ^ , (133) 
a +(丄一 ajg L 一丁 
where 
2 0 
e = (a2 - + a 仇 — + 二 > 0. (134) 
^ = - e ^ < 0， (135) 
dT { l - r f 
’ = 2 e i l ^ � a (136) 
街2 { l - r f ~ 、乂 
Therefore 夸RSS (r) converges uniformly to a non-increasing and concave 
function of r for r < TQ. 
For T > To, 
Sir 二 审2 (t) , (137) 
( T ) ( 1 - C ) + A 2 (r) C, (138) 
S2r (139) 
(140) 
“ (T ) = d + a l \ l - a ) , (TO树 + (1 — T O ) + e ^ ^ ^ ^ ， (141) 
響 = 如 ， (142) 
響 = - 2 如 . (143) 
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Thus, for 7 " �T o , h (r) is non-decreasing and concave. 
Further, we have 
h{0) = h � =H {TO) + Oro (1 - To), (144) 
H (TO) + 二 (ro/3? + (1 - ro) . (145) 
So, even if the change point can be identified, the variance of the regression 
error Ut will be over-estimated in general. 
To summarize, the criterion function ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a 
piecewise concave function h (r) whose minimum takes place at the true change 
point. This implies the true change point can be identified in spite of the 
presence of measurement errors. The estimator for the group of (1 — x^) will be 
consistent. The estimator for the group of x^ will be a convex combination of 
the probability limit of the parameters of the two groups. 
Corollary 4: If assumptions {Al) — (A6) hold and p = 0, then as T oo, 
we have: 
r ^ T o , (146) 
and 
Sir (147) 
S2r 二 0；2, (148) 
(149) 
7 2 x ^ a 2 ( l - C ) + 7 2 a (150) 
When we know a and q, then we can even identify and 72. Their consistent 
estimators are 
2 2 
二 〒 1 「 知 广 C ) � , (151) 
(152) 
Corollary 4 states that the change point and the pre-shift and post-shift 
structural estimators for the group of (1 — x j ) can be estimated consistently 
despite the presence of measurement errors. However, the pre-shift and post-
shift structural estimators for the group of x^ are biased towards a convex 
combination of the coefficients of the two dummy variables. Further, if we have 
information on q and a, then all the parameters can be identified. 
The case for g = 0 has an opposite interpretation and is therefore skipped. 
4.5 Case 5: Partial Perfect Measurement Error {p = I or q — 1) 
When p = I, i.e., when the true dummy is 1, we always measure it incorrectly. 
Then, we have C = 0 and 
A = — ~ 丄 r , (153) 
B = -A. (154) 
Note that A is negative and is less than 1 in absolute value. 
For T < To, 
(155) 
lir^c^i. (156) 
S2r 二 屯 1 (r) (1-B)+ Ai (T) B, (157) 
2 3 
72r 二 屯 1 ( t ) , (158) 
h{r)=al + a{l-a) (r� /9? + (1 - tq) f,) / 二 + 9 (tq - r) 
1 — q + qa 1 — r 
(159) 
where 
(馬-如)2 + ( 二 二 > - 0. _ 
響 = - e 钱 - 〈 。 ’ _ 
Therefore, ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a non-increasing and concave 
function of R for r < TQ. 
For r > To, 
SIR 工 屯 2 ( r ) { l - B ) + AS (T) B , (163) 
7 i r 二 少2 ( r ) , (164) 
S2r 二 — J 5 ) + 7 2 取 (165) 
7 2 r 二 ( 1 6 6 ) 
2 4 
+ a) (ro/3? + (1 - t。) 广 :+ e ( 卜 • 。 ， “ 3 7 ) 
丄 Q *T" 丁 
響 = • ( ) ， (168) 
響 = - 2 如 (169) 
Similarly, for t �T o , h (r) is non-decreasing and concave. Further, have 
H(0) = H � = "( T o ) + STO (1 一 To), (170) 
h (to) = c T l - h a i l - a ) (T�/3? + (1 - T � )處 ) . ^ ~ ^ . (171) 
1 — q 十 qa 
So even if the change point can be identified, the variance of the regression 
error Ut will be over-estimated in general. 
To summarize, the criterion function ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a 
piecewise concave function h (r) whose minimum takes place at the true change 
point. This implies the true change point can be identified in spite of the 
presence of measurement errors. However, for all r e [0,1], air , 7it- and 
72t- are inconsistent estimates for ai, 0:2, 7i and 73 respectively. 
Corollary 5: If assumptions (41) 一 (A6) hold and p = l , then as T 00, 
we have: 
r ^ T o (172) 
and 
Si〒Aai(l-5) + 7i5, (173) 
Ssr ^ (1 - 5 ) + 72召， (174) 
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7lr (175) 
7 2 r 二 (176) 
If we have the information on p, q and a, we can do some reparameterization 
and construct the consistent estimators as 
(177) 
亏1 = 屯 〒 — 召 ） ^ 7 1 ， (178) 
= 7 2 r ^ (179) 
知广、(1-召）二〜， (180) 
Corollary 5 states that the change point can be estimated consistently de-
spite the presence of measurement errors. However, the pre-shift and post-shift 
structural estimators are inconsistent. The estimators for the group with perfect 
measurement error will converge in probability to the true coefficient of another 
group. The probability limit of the estimator of another group will be a convex 
combination of the true coefficients of the two groups. If we have information 
on p, q and a, then all the parameters can be identified. 
The case for g = 1 has an opposite interpretation and is therefore skipped, 
4.6 Case 6: No Measurement Error (p = q = 0) 
Now, we consider a special case of no measurement error, i.e., p = q = 0. Then, 
we have 
A = C = 1, (181) 
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B = 0. (182) 
For r < To, 
Sir ^ a i , (183) 
7 i r ^ 7 i , (184) 
S2r 屯 1 (r)， (185) 
72r - Ai (r)， (186) 
/^(r) = 4 + e ( l — T o ) ^ ^， (187) 
where 
e = (a2-ai+a 沙�—Mf + ip2 一 Pif a{l-a)>0. (188) 
， 淨 。 ’ _ 
For r > To, 
Sir 二 少2 (r) , (191) 
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7 i . - A2 (r)， （192) 
S 2 r � ( 1 9 3 ) 
7 2 r ^ 7 2 , (194) 
�= 4 + e ( 卜 产 ， (195) 
響 = • • ， (196) 
響 二 - 2 0 3 ^  0. _ 
Therefore,与RSS (r) converges uniformly to a piecewise concave function of 
r for r G [0,1]. Further, we have 
h(fi) = h � =h (To) + Oro (1 - To), (198) 
h { r o ) = c T l (199) 
So the variance of the regression error Ut can be identified. 
To summarize, the criterion function ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a 
piecewise concave function h (r) whose minimum takes place at the true change 
point. This implies the true change point can be identified in spite of the 
presence of measurement errors. 
Corollary 6: If assumptions (AI) — (A6) hold and there is no measurement 
error, then as T— oo,we have: 
T Aro (200) 
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and 
Sir A q i , (201) 
S2r 二 (202) 
(203) 
l2r 二 72. (204) 
Corollary 6 states that all the parameters can be estimated consistently in 
the absence of measurement errors. 
4.7 Case 7: Perfect Measurement Error (p = q = 1) 
When p = q = 1, i.e., we always measure the dummy variables incorrectly. 
Then, we have C = 0 and A — - 1 , B = 1. 
For T < To, 
Sir (205) 
7ir (206) 
S2r 二 Ai ( r ) , (207) 
72r 二 少 1 (t)， (208) 
h(T) = a l + e ( T o - T ) ^ j ^ , (209) 
where 
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e = {a2-ai+a {(3^ - + (/?2-Pifa{l-a)> 0. (210) 
学 一 e 钱 仏 _ 
響 = 2 e 醉 。 . ( - ) 
Therefore ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a non-increasing and concave 
function of r for r < TQ. 
For T > To, 
Sir 二 A2 (t)， (213) 
7ir 二 屯2 (r ) , (214) 
a2r 二 72, (215) 
72r 二 0L2. (216) 
⑴ = 4 + 二 ) 〜 (217) 
響 = • • ， (218) 
響 = - 2 如 . (219) 
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Thus, for T > To, h (r) is non-decreasing and concave. 
Further, we have 
h{0) = h �= H (ro) + Oro (1 — TQ)， （220) 
h(To) = cTl (221) 
So, the variance of the regression error ut will be identified even if there are 
perfect measurement errors. 
To summarize, the criterion function ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a 
piecewise concave function h (r) whose minimum takes place at the true change 
point. This implies the true change point can be identified in spite of the 
presence of the measurement errors. However, for all r G [0,1], air , S2t，7ir 
and 72t- are inconsistent estimates for a i , a2, 7i and 72 respectively. 
Corollary 7: If assumptions (Al ) — {A6) hold and p = l , then as T 00, 
we have: 
r ^ T o (222) 
and 
知宁二 71， (223) 
S2r 二 72， (224) 
l l r ^ ^ u (225) 
72r 二 (226) 
So the effect of perfect measurement error is to interchange the probability 
limits of the estimators. The estimator for one group will converge to the true 
coefficient of another group. And because of this, we can define 
( 2 2 7 ) 
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( 2 2 8 ) 
32 二 72r 二 C.2, (229) 
72 = 二 72. (230) 
Corollary 7 states that the change point can be estimated consistently despite 
the presence of perfect measurement errors. However, the estimator for one 
group will converge in probability to the true coefficient of another group. 
4.8 Case 8: Observational Equivalent Groups (p + g = 1) 
When p = 1 — the two different groups are measured with errors in a way 
that the statistical properties of the two observed groups are all the same. In 
such a case, we have A = 0 and B = C = a. 
For 丁 < To, 
Si, ^ a i ( l - a ) + 7ia, (231) 
(232) 
a2r 二 屯 1 (r) (1 — a) + Ai (r) a, (233) 
( T ) ( l - a ) + A i (T )a . (234) 
The probability limits of the pre- and post-shift estimators will converge to 
the same convex combination of the probability limit of the parameters of the 
two groups in the case of observational equivalent groups. 
In this case, even if there is a difference of coefficients of the two groups, we 
cannot observe it due to the similarity of the statistical properties of the two 
observed groups. Further, since A = 0, 52，亏i and 73 will all be undefined, 
3 2 
and there will not be any way to identify the true pre- and post-shift parameters 
as a result. 
h{r) = al + a{l-a) (ro/3? + (1 - tq)戌）+ O (tq - r ) (235) 
where 
e = {a2-ai+a 仇—(3,)f > 0. (236) 
墮 _ 丁0)2 < 
^ ^ — - 0 ( 1 —t)2 ^ 0, (237) 
d丁2 - ( 8) 
Therefore ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a non-increasing and concave 
function of r for r < Tq. 
For r > To, 
Sir 二 屯2 (r) (1 — a) + A2 (r) a, (239) 
7ir 二 屯2 (r) ( l - a ) + As (r) a, (240) 
知 二 ( 1 — a)+72^， (241) 
二以2(1 —a)+72a， (242) 
h{T) = cjl + a ( l - a ) (to/?? + (1 — To) + 0 ( 卜 产 � ’ (243) 
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響 = • 。 ’ (244) 
婴 = ^ 0. (245) 
Similarly, for r > TQ, h (r) is non-decreasing and concave. 
h(0) = h � =h (TO) + GTO (1 - TO)， (246) 
h (To) = crl + a{l-a) (ro/5? + (1 - TQ) PI) . (247) 
So even if the change point can be identified, the variance of the regression 
error Ut will be over-estimated in general. 
To summarize, the criterion function ^ R S S (r) converges uniformly to a 
piecewise concave function h (r) whose minimum takes place at the true change 
point. This implies the true change point can be identified in spite of the 
presence of measurement errors. However, for all r G [0,1], a^r, 7ir and 
J2t are inconsistent estimates for a i , a2, 7i and 72 respectively, and they can 
never be recovered by any reparameterization. 
Corollary 8: If assumptions (Al) — (A6) hold and p + q = 1，then as 
T —> 00, we have: 
T ^ r o (248) 
and 
Sir 二 ai (1 — a) + 7ia, (249) 
a2r 二 a2 (1 - a) + 730, (250) 
7 i ^ ^ Q i ( l - a ) + 7 i a , (251) 
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7 2 r ^ (1 - a) + 7 2 « - (252) 
Corollary 8 states that the change point can be estimated consistently de-
spite the presence of measurement errors. However, the pre-shift and post-shift 
structural estimators are biased towards the same value which is a convex com-
bination of the coefficients of the two dummy variables. 
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5 Monte Carlo Experiments 
Experiment 1: 
This experiment verifies Theorem 1, we perform the following experiment: 
yt = -h/d^Xf -hut t = l,2，‘..，fco 
2/t = + 力=fco + 1，知 + 2，…,r. 
ai = 2， 
"1=5， 
= 10, 
7 1 = 7， 
72 = 9， 
Sample size T = 5000， 
Number of replication = 1, 
ko = 2500, 
ko . To 二〒= . 5 , 
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Ut �mc/(0,1)， 
xl �iid Bernoulli(Xl, a), (0,1 — a)), 
if X* = l,then St = —I with probability p and et = 0 otherwise 
if x^ = 0， then et = l with probability q and 6t = 0 otherwise 
xt = x^+et, 
x^, Et are independent of Ut. 
Pir, /^ 2t，and r are defined in equations (4)，（5) and (8) respectively. 
A 二 Q ( l - p - g ) ( l - a ) 
{ap + (1 - a)(l - g))(a(l l ) + (1 - a)q ‘ 
B = ^  
ap+{l-a){l-q)' 
C = A + B. 
For each value of a,p and q, we perform 1 replication with sample size 5000. 
The results are shown in Table la below: 
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Table la  
( a，P ’ q ) ( . 5 , 3 , 4 ) ( .5,4,3) (.5,0,0) (.5,5,5) (.5,.3,7) ( .5,6,4) 
A 0.3030 0.3030 1 0 0 0 
B 0.3333 0.3636 0 0.5 0.5 0.5 
C 0.6363 0.6667 1 0.5 0.5 0.5 
plim S i � 3.6667 3.8090 2 4.5 4.5 4.5 
plim a2T 2.3333 2.7796 -1 4 4 4 
plim 5.1818 5.3333 7 4.5 4.5 4.5 
plim 72^ 5.3995 5.6667 9 4 4 4 
Si 宁 3.7218 3.8182 2.0588 4.5847 4.3995 4.4957 
S2r 2.1099 2.63636 -0.9690 3.7918 3.5123 3.9884 
7ir 5.1542 5.3769 6.9732 4.5788 4.4196 4.35787 
72r 5.1455 5.7299 8.9776 4.1638 4.0422 3.7532 
T .5060 .5000 .5000 .4960 .5070 .5110 
a l 15.3995 15.2189 1.7011 16.8213 16.6832 16.4294 
(a,P，q)(.5,7,4) (.5,6,6) (.5,3,0) (.5,0,4) (.3,2,4) (.3,4,-2) 
A -0.1099 -0.2 0.625 0.7143 0.3366 0.3860 
B 0.5385 0.6 0.375 0 0.125 0.1765 
C 0.4286 0.4 1 0.7143 0.4615 0.5625 
plim Qi^ 4.6923 5 3.875 2 2.625 2.8824 
plim a2T 4.3846 5 2.75 -1 0.25 0.7647 
plim 4.1429 4 7 5.57143 4.3077 4.8125 
plim 72^ 3.2857 3 9 6.1429 3.6154 4.625 
ai^ 4.8293 4.8857 3.8664 2.0139 2.6294 2.8476 
a2r 4.5149 4.9573 2.7719 -1.0173 0.2770 0.7003 
7ir 4.0639 3.9620 6.9242 5.5294 4.4003 4.8606 
72r 3.0039 3.0244 8.9698 6.0438 3.6584 4.3695 
T .499 8 .4960 .5000 .5000 .4970 .5076 
a l 16.3752 15.8993 13.1057 10.1269 12.6773 12.2652 
From the above table la, we notice that the simulated results largely conform 
to our theoretical results: 
1. the change point is more or less consistently estimated; 
2. the sample variance is larger in the presence of measurement error; 
3. one of parameter is downward biased, the other one is upward biased. 
Experiment 2: 
This experiment verifies Corollaries 1 to 8. 
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Table lb below demonstrates the simulation results for the eight special cases 
discussed in the previous chapter. The first column correspond to case one, and 
so on. Note that simulation results obey Corollaries 1 to 8 pretty well. 
Table lb  
=(a，p，q) (.5,.2,2) (.3,.2,.2) (.5，.2,.2) (0,.2,2) 
(7i,72,ai,a2) (10，15,10，15) (10，15，10，15) (16,16,8,8) (15，23，10,15) 
A 0.6 0.5348 0.6 0 
B 0.2 0.09677 0.2 0 
C 0.8 0.63158 0.8 0 
plim Si宁 10 10 9.6 10 
plim S2r 15 15 9.6 15 
plim 10 10 14.4 10 
plim ？2宁 15 15 14.4 15 
Sir 9.9978 9.9590 9.2971 10.0060 
S2 宁 15.0100 15.0033 9.7363 14.9574 
7ir 9.9945 10.0222 14.5494 10.0380 
15.0141 15.0335 14.4319 14.9851 
T .5000 .5002 .2992 .5000 
3.5174 8.9466 11.2283 3.3986 
(a，p，q) (1,.2,.2) (.5,1,3) (.5,3,1) (.5,.6,4) 
(7i, 7 2， ( 1 5 , 2 3， 1 0 , 1 5 ) (15,23,10’ 15) (15，23，5,8) (15，23，10，15) 
A 0 -0.5882 -0.5882 0 
B 1 0.5882 1 0.5 
C 1 0 0.4118 0.5 
plim air 15 12.9412 15 12.5 
plim Ssr 23 19.7059 23 19 
plim 15 10 12.0588 12.5 
plim 72^  23 15 18.2941 19 
Si 子 14.8890 12.8924 14.9942 12.4715 
a2T 22.9580 19.5448 23.0127 19.0411 
7ir 14.9892 10.0096 11.9913 12.3453 
72T 23.0014 14.9851 18.1457 19.3028 
r .5000 .5002 .5000 .5000 
7.3162 14.4035 14.2387 16.5644 
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6 Conclusion 
Many economic variables may be of imperfect quality, either because the true 
variables of interest are simply not observable (e.g. ability), or the observable 
data are suffered from a wide variety of errors including those resulting from 
poor sampling techniques. It has been shown in linear regression models that, 
if the explanatory variables are suffered from errors, the structural parameters 
cannot be consistently estimated and will be biased toward zero. 
In this thesis, we examine the problem of estimation of a single structural-
change model in the presence of measurement error. The presence of mea-
surement error obscures the relationship between regressor and the dependent 
variable even in large sample. Despite of this, we show that we can still identify 
the location of the change point under the misclassification of dummy variables. 
Further, if we have more information on the nature of measurement errors, 
we can basically identify all the parameters. Monte Carlo evidences are provided 
to support the theory. We have provided eight special cases of our model. In 
each case, as long as there is a change, the change point can be identified. We 
also show how to do some reparameterization to extract the true structural 
parameters under full information of p, q and a. 
On the whole, our approach follows that of Chong (2000) and Chang and 
Huang (1997). The most interesting thing is the non-zero correlation between 
the latent variable, x^ and latent random error Ct when the regressor becomes 
dummy variable. Our result, together with that of Chong (2000), have shown 




Proof of Lemma 1: 
E{xf) = E{x；) = l x P r K * = l ) + Ox Pr (x; = 0) = a. 
Var (xj) =a{l-a). 
E{et) = = l)PrOrr = = = 0) 
= p x (一 1) + (1 一 p) X 0] a + [g X (1) + (1 — g) X 0] (1 - a) 
=—ap + (1 — a)q. 
E{el ) = E ^ 1) Pr (x： = 1) + E (efjx： = O) Pr ^ = 0) 
= p x (—1)2 + ( l - p ) x 0 2 ] a + \qx (1)2 + (1 - g) X 0^ 1 (1 — a) 
• J L • 
= 叩 + (1 — a)q. 
Var (et) = E{€^) - E^is) = ap+{l- a)q - {-ap + (1 - a)qf 
= - {ap -q{l-a)){a{p-\-q)-\-l-q). 
E{xlet) = E {x^etlx； = 1) Pr {x； = 1) + E {x^etlx； = 0) Pr (x： = 0) 
= E ( 6 t l x : = l)PT(x: = l) 
= P X (—1) + (1 -p) X 0 ] a 
= — a p . 
Covixlet) = E{x;e) - E(x*)E{e) 
=—ap — a {—ap + (1 — a)q) 
= - a ( p + g ) ( l - a ) . 
Eixt) = E{x；) + E{6t) = a (1 — p) + (1 — a)q. 
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= E{xf) + + 2E{x;et) = a + 叩 + (1 - — 2叩二 a (1 — p) + (1 _ a) q. 
E (xtSt) = E{x*et) + E{e1) = -ap + ap + (1 — a)q = (1 — a)q. 
Var (xt) = a(l-a) + 2ap - {ap - qqa) {ap1 - q + qa) -2a{p-\- q) (1 — a) 
={ap + ( l - a ) ( l - q)) {a (l-p) + ( l - a) q). 
Proof of Theorem 1: 
For r < To, 
K ^ / M . 
1 /[TT] 八[TT] \ 
L yt=i t = i y 
1 F[RT] [TT] \ 
=-TY] Z ) + Pl^t + ^t) - ArYl (^i + 
\t=i t=i y 
1 ( [TT] [TT] [TT] \ 
y t=i t=i t=i ) 
工 ai + {p^E (x：) + E (ut) -plim^i. (E (x；) + E {ct))) 
= a i + - /?! A {a-ap + { l - a)q)) 
= a i +/3i [a (1 — A) + {ap - (1 - a)q) A 
= a i 
\ 丄一T" V — T J 
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1 , T T \ 
= T - \TT] S 2/t - A r E 工亡 
\f=[TT] + l t=[rT]+l j 
1 / [roT] T T \ 
= T - W T ] ^ ^ {x； + et) 
\t=[TT]+l t=[roT]+l t=[TT]+l J 
= + + r i (r) E (x*) — plimk {E (x；) + E (st)) + Op (1) 
�屯 1 (r) + r： (T) [(1 -A)E (x；) - AE ( � ) ] 
二 屯 1 (r) + Fi (r) [{1-A)a-A {-ap + (1 - a)^)] 
= ( r ) + r i ( r ) 5 
= ( r ) ( l - B ) + A i { r ) B . 
For r < To， 
1 1 [tT] / A \2 ko f a � 2 T , A � 2 
^ R S S (r) = ^ E (yt - S i , - E E [ y t - a 2 r - p 2 r X t ) 
t=l \ 7 t=[TT]+l \ ) t=fco+l \ ‘ 
[tT] ( A �2 /00 z _ N 2 
= + E ( K - air) + PiX* +Wt - + + E (C^ l - S2r) + ^^X^ + Ut -
亡二1 \ 】 t=[TT]+l \ y 
T / \ 2 
+ + E ( {^2 - a2r) + +Ut-
t=A:o+l \ Z 
[TT] 
= + E ((—/^i召)+ "1 工？ ^lAxtf 
t=i 
+ + I； ((^1 —屯 1 (r) — r i (r) B) + ^^x* +Ut-Ti (r) Axtf 
t=[rT] + l 
t=ko + l 
= + iPi^t - ( B + 如 ) ) 2 
t=l t=l 
H E — + — r i (r) (B + Ax,)] 
t=[TT]+l V 1 — T J 
J' / \ 2 
E - a i ) + p^xt - Ti (r) {B + Axt) ] +0^(1) 
t=A:o+l \ 丄—T ) 
二 (x； -(B + Axt)f+{To ~r)E ({a^ — as) ^ ^ + — Ti (r) {B + A x ^ l ‘ 
\ 丄 _ T J 
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+ (1 - To) E ({a2 — a i ) ^ ^ ^ + 工*t — r i (r) (B + A x , ) ) 
V 1 —T ) 
= + T0[E ( x f ) + 丁 彻 ( ( B + AXTF^ - 2T0IE (X; (B + AXT)) 
/ 1 — � 2 
+ (TO — r) ( ( a i - as) J ^ J + ( to - r ) PJE ( x f ) + ( T o - r ) r f (r) E {B-H AXTF 
+2 (To - r) (ai - «2) (x* ) -2 (To - r) (a^ - «2) �丑 ( 召 + 血 t ) 
- 2 (ro - r ) /d.Fi (r) E (x? (B + Ax^)) -丁 
/ _ \ 2 
+ (1 - To) ( (a2 - a i ) +(1 — To) PlE (1 - T � ) Vf (r) E {B + Ax^f 
+2 (1 - To) - ai) (4)-2 (1 — To) (a2 - ai) ^ ^ ^ r ： (r) E (fi + Ax^) 
- 2 (1 - To) /^sFi (r) E {xt {B + Axt)) ~ 丁 
= d + (to/?? + (1 - To) (3l) E (xf) + (To - r) (a^ - a2f ^ ^ 
+ (r/?? + ( l - r ) r f (T)) E(B + Ax^f 
- 2 [rpl + (To — r) /^iFi (r) + (1 — tq) (r)] E {x* (B + Axt)) 
+ 2 (TO 一 R) ( A 2 - on) (P^ _ Pi) E (x*) 
=^S+M? + (1 — ro) /?•) E ( x f ) + ( r o - r) ^ ^ ( f e - a,) + (/？^  - M E {xl)f 
+ (T/3? + ( l - r ) r? (R)) E(B + Axtf - (TO - 丁) ^ ^ 仇 — E ^ (X*) 
丄一T 
- 2 [rpl + (1 — T) RF ( r ) ] E (x; (B + A R � 
= - r) ^ ^ ((^2 — ai ) + ("2 - M E {xt)f+{roPl + (1 — TQ) PI) E { x f ) 
+ (T/3? + (1 — T) R? ( T ) ) [ 丑 ( B + ARTF 一 2E {x* {B + Axt)) 
= + (TO - r) ^ ^ ( ( A 2 — A I ) + 一 M ^f 
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+ M + (1 — TO) /?•) a-(T0 - r) - /?1)2 + ( l - r ) F? (r)) a^ 
+ (r/3? + ( l - r ) r? (r)) [ e (B + Axtf - 2E {x* {B + Axt)) + a^' 
= + (TO - r) ((a2 - a i ) + ("2 _ Pi) o f 
1 — T 
+ (TO 所 + (1 - T o ) Pi) A - ( T O - r ) ^ ^ (P^ — Pif 
丄一丁 
如 ( 1 - + 斤 " 2 销 y 
+ (T/3? + ( 1 - T ) r f (r)) [[B'' + A{A + 2B) {a{l - p) + {I - a) q)) - 2{B + A{1 - p)) a + a?' 
= — T) ^ ^ ((A2 — a i ) + ( " 2 — Pi)af+{Topj + (1 — TQ) ( l - A ) A 
� 2 ( 1 -p - / , T � r 2 , T � � 
~ ( a p + ( l - a ) ( l - 9 ) ) ( a ( l - p ) + ( l - a ) , ) �丁口 ' + (丄—�)^ ^⑴） 
h{T). 
^ — L a -l-af/3 f I 1 (1 - r p f 
< 0. 
> 0. 
For r > To. 
Sir 二 � 2 (小 4 . 
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屯 T = Y ^ y t - A r Y . ' ^ t 
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二 ^ + (3,E {x；) + E K ) — T2 (r) A {E (x*) + E fe))) 
(勿 + P2E (x：) + E {ut) - T2 (r) A {E (x：) + E {et))) 
= ( r ) + + - r2 (r) A E {x*) - T^ (r) AE {st) 
= 屯 2 (r) + � 2 (r) - T2 (r) A] a - (-ap + ( 1 - a)q) T2 (r) A 
=(T)(1-5)+A2 {r)B. 
7ir = SiT + Pir 少 2 (r) ( 1 - c ) + A2 (r) a 
K - A 
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1 / T 八[TT] \ 
= T - \TT] S y t - K Y l ^ t 
\ f = [ r T ] + l t=l y 
^ / T r � 
= T - \TT] ^ + (工? 
\t=[TT]+l t=[TT]+l ) 
1 / r T T \ 
= 以 2 + y — [T 幻 E 巧*+ E 叫 E 
V t=[rT]+l t=[TT]+l t=[rT] + l J 
二 + {(hE (X：) + E (ut) (五(4) + E {et))) 
= ( ^ 2 + - { a - a p + { l - a)q)) 
^ ( a { l - a ) { l - v - q ) \ 
V ( a p + ( l - a ) ( l - g ) ) ( a ( l - p ) + ( l - a ) g ) “ � 丨⑴) 
=a2(l-用+72凡 
72r = a2r + % r <^ 2 (1 " C) + 73 C. 
1 1 [TOT] 八 X2 1 [TT] 2 
^RSS{r) = ^ J： U-a^r-Pir^t) ++ E (yt - - Pir^t) 
t=l \ 7 t^ko+1 \ ) • 
T / X 2 
+ T E n/t - S2T -
t=[rT]+l \ , 
1 [TO 巧 / ^ � 2 1 [TT] .2 
= \ E - S i r ) + ^Xr^t) + + 卜 + 以t — ^ir^t) 
T / N 2 
+ T E ( ( 勿 — + + U t - p2T^t 
t=[rT] + l \ y 
= + + E i-P^B + p^x* - p^Axtf 
t=l t=[TT]+l 
H ((c^2 - (r) - T2 (r) B) + - r2 (r) Arr,)' 
t=A:o+l 
[roT] 
H E -屯 2 (r) — r2 (T) B + - (r) + Op (1) 
t=l 
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T T [rT] 2 
= E {x;-{B + Axt)f+^ E ((«2 - - + - r2 (r) + Axt)) 
t=l t=[rT] + l t=ko + l \ T 乂 
, [ r o T ] / T - T n � 2 
H E - ——^ + (r) {B + Axt)] + o^ (1) 
A al+{l - T) PlE {x； — (B + Axt)f^T — To) E ( ( « 2 — o^i)字 + "2 工？ — r2 (r) {B + Ax^))‘ 
f ( a i - a2) ^ ^ ^ ^ + 一 Fs (r) (B + Ax^)) 
V ) 
= - r) 0iE — r) 0iE {{B + Axt)f-2 (1 — r) 0iE (x* {B + Ax^)) 
+ (T — TO) ((^2 — a i ) 字 ) 2 + (T — T O ) _ {xf)+{r - To) ( r ) E { B + Axtf 
+2 (r - To) - a i ) (x*)-2 (r — tq) (r) E {x*, {B + Axt)) 
- 2 (r 一 To) («2 — a i ) —T2 (T) E {{B + Axt)) 
T 
/ _ X 2 
+T0 ((C^i - «2) + 丁 o0iE {xf) + Tori (r) E ( B + Axtf 
+2ro (AI - A2) 丑 FE*) _ 2TOE (T) + ART)) 
-2ro (ai — as) (r) E (B + Axt) 
T 
= ( r — T o )〒 ia2 — ai)2 + [(1 - TQ) 01 + TQ/??] E { x f ) 
- 产 0 ( a 2 - a 抓 - 曰 J E (x*) 
—2 ((1 -t)/3I + ( t - TO) (r) + To/3ir2 (T)) E {x* {B + Axt)) 
+ [(1 -r)(3l + rri (r)] E (B + Axtf 
= crl+[{l-ro)Pl + ToPl]E{xf) 
+ ( r - T O ) 〒 ( a , - a i ) 2 + 2 ( 卜 产 � ( 。 ？ _ - ^ E � +( 卜 产 仇 一 仏 尸 ( 五 � ) 2 
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—2 [(1 -r)0l + r r i (r)] E (x* (B + Axt))+ [(1 - t ) + TFI (r)] E (B + Axtf 
J l ^ ^ (卢2-/?1)2(丑(4))2 
〜(卜产(…1+•—灿2 
+ ((1 - ro) + ro/3?) a - ( 卜 产 - (B (x;)f-((l - � ) / ? • + rT^ (r)) a^ 
((1 - T) + r r i (r)) [e {B + Axtf — 2E {x* {B + Axt)) + a '^ 
= ; � ) T�（ 叱 — a i + a ( � 2 - " i ) ) 2 
+ ((1 — ro) + ro/3?) ^ ^ - ( � ― •� (馬 — 卢卫尸 “2—((丄—� )戌 + r (久 + a-
T V 乂 T T 乂乂 
( ( l - T ) / 3 i + T r i ( r ) ) x 
+ ( a ( l - p ) + ( l - a ) q) + 2BA {a (1 - p) + (1 - a)q) - 2{B + A{1 - p)) a + o? 
= d + ( T - 产 ( 购 — 晰 + a (馬-卢1 ))2 + (丁0 虎 + (i-ro)/3l) (l-a)a 
a'(l-af(l-p-gf 广广 1 T�/92hr2,T�� 
-(ap+(l-a)(l-g))(a(l-p) + (l-a)q)((丄 一 丁 ) + 了丄 2 (『)） 
dr — ( 购 — � i + a ( / ^ 2 _ / 5 i ) ) + ,(!_,)) ；2 
> 0. 
< 0. 
Now, since ^RSS (r) converges to a piecewise concave function with the 
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